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Michael French, Senior Lecturer in Economic and Social History at the University of Glasgow, examines the
U.S. economy since 1945, dividing the postwar era topically rather than chronologically. Although each chapter develops chronologically, the emphasis is on critical
events within each theme. I include the table of contents
to provide an initial description of the topics covered.
1. e U.S. population since 1945 2. U.S. government
since 1945 3. U.S. government and management of the
economy 4. U.S. regional economic change since 1945 5.
Work in the United States since 1945 6. Agriculture and
the rural United States 7. Mastery to uncertainty: corporate America, 1945-90 8. African-Americans and the civil
rights movement 9. U.S. incomes and consumption since
1945 10. e United States in the world economy 11. U.S.
productivity growth since 1945
French’s objective is to provide more than just an
overview of the era. In his own words French writes,
is book charts the main economic changes in the
United States since 1945. In any historical study demarcation lines involve an uneasy compromise between placing an era in its long-run context or examining a short
span more thoroughly. e period from 1945 to the early
1990s has oen been treated as the tail-end to a longer
book surveying two or three hundred years of American economic development. is establishes the grand
schema, but at the expense of detail. [Introduction]
Interestingly, French’s perspective is that he is providing a detailed examination of a shorter period. I was
struck initially with the opposite perception. French’s
work, if nothing else, is ambitious. In roughly two hundred pages, French aempts to describe and explain adequately events in the U.S. economy covering a 50+ year
span. His eﬀorts are to be applauded, but the results are
mixed. Such is the nature of the uneasy compromise that
French identiﬁes.
Economic historians familiar with the postwar period
will have mixed reactions, depending on areas of specialization. To illustrate, as one who has focused on post-

war macroeconomic policy, I found the chapters on the
role of government to be seriously deﬁcient in the discussion of the Employment Act of 1946 and the role of
the Keynesians in policy-making. On the other hand, as
one with limited academic experience with regional economic changes, I saw that chapter as providing a strong
overview of the issues with most of the critical details
provided. In short, one must be aware of one’s own
parochial view, as it will likely inﬂuence the assessment
of how well French examines each topic.
e other general dissatisfaction with the text is the
less thorough discussion of the 1980s and 90s. While the
coverage from 1945 to the 1970s is thorough, the discussion of the last two decades is, at times, excessively limited.
e ﬁrst chapter describes demographic changes in
the postwar period. It is an interesting discussion in and
of itself, but it also provides a nice context for the rest of
the topics covered. It almost literally puts a face to the
subsequent content.
Chapters Two and ree address the federal government’s role in the economy in the postwar era. A good
view of the defense and welfare sectors is provided, as
is a discussion of the prevailing aitudes toward government. Coverage of key legislative action is inadequate,
as is the discussion of the role of economists (or lack
thereo) during the period.
Chapter Four, dealing with regional economic
changes since 1945, is one of the clearest in its presentation. Connections to product cycle and industry structure models are made, although a more explicit framework for discussion would be useful. Overall this chapter
provides a good overview of regional economic change,
both in identifying the changes and their causes.
e ﬁh chapter, covering work since 1945, provides
balanced discussion of women’s labor issues and changes
in the the power of labor in the postwar period. is
chapter does a beer job of covering recent history (i.e.
1980s and 90s), including a discussion of the Reagan
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administration’s dealings with organized labor (such as ter Ten. Any author would be hard pressed to provide
with the air traﬃc controllers).
adequate coverage of this subject in a single chapter. DeChapter Six addresses issues of agriculture and the spite this, French does manage to introduce the central
rural United States. Here French emphasizes the roles of themes in U.S. global economic activities, providing sufchanging technology and farm structure and the devel- ﬁcient overview of economic policy, multinationals, and
opment of agribusiness. A solid discussion of regional US economic performance in the global economy since
impacts and the rural poor is also provided. e chap- 1945.
ter concludes with a fairly extensive overview of federal
French’s concluding chapter addresses productivity
farm policy in the postwar period. e section provides growth in the postwar period, and the slowing of progood coverage of both legislative and aitudinal changes ductivity growth in the 1970s and 80s. He summarizes
since 1945.
the standard explanations, providing a brief overview of
Chapter Seven is arguably the best this text has to of- the evidence for each.
fer. It provides a comprehensive yet concise history of
the growth, decline(?), and power of corporations since
1945. What is especially appreciated is the pre-1945 background discussion, which is critical to understanding the
postwar activities of corporate America. While appropriate aention is given to mergers, joint ventures, etc.,
a discussion of corporate interlocks (aka interlocking directorates) would help complete what is already a good
picture of corporate America since World War II.

While I would have liked to keep this review focused
on content, I digress to three technical issues aﬀecting the
book’s usefulness. For its size, the text contains a wealth
of information on each topic. Furthermore, the bibliography is extensive. e book has the potential to be a
nice reference complement to a library collection on the
postwar era. e problem is that the index is a woefully
inadequate guide to important subtopics.

e second technical maer regards the writing style.
I approach the book from the perspective of teaching economic history to undergraduates. In my quest for text
materials I must look both for content and how well it is
communicated. In some chapters I found the arguments
diﬃcult to follow because of the style. I am desperately
trying to avoid sounding nit-picky or simplistic, but a
more generous use of paragraphs would improve dramatically the readability of this work. In some places the typical undergraduate would get bogged down in the structure and lose sight of the important information which
Chapter Nine deals with income and consumption French’s work oﬀers.
issues. While it provides an adequate overview, every
Finally, I am le with the question, “for whom is this
topic addressed within the chapter warrants, at the mini- book wrien?” It has the appearance of a text that one
mum, its own chapter in a work of this nature. French might ﬁnd in an undergraduate or graduate economic
ﬁrst deals with income distribution, but only barely history course, but in places it assumes knowledge that
scratching the surface. His pre-1945 data are more thor- the typical undergraduate will likely not possess, espeough than the postwar data he provides. A ﬁrst pass cially in the area of theoretical models. French demonis made at explaining trends in inequality, but it is not strates the application of the models, but does not estabenough to provide even a cursory understanding of the lish the theoretical framework. e usefulness for underforces involved. e chapter then moves to a discussion graduate study is thus limited, leaving open the question
of poverty which, like the income distribution, warrants of audience. As noted previously, those with expertise
a more complete analysis. Weak also is the discussion of in these areas may be unseled by what they see as gaps
gender issues. e best part of Chapter Nine is the exami- in the content. It is uncertain which master this work
nation of changes in the consumer society in the postwar intends to serve, and it may be that it serves no master
period. If a choice had to be made between leaving Chap- well.
ter Nine as is or deleting it, it should remain in the text,
As I look back at this review, it appears even to me
but I would hope that any revision of the book would in- to be somewhat schizophrenic. I leave it as such, as it reclude expanded coverage of these important topics.
ﬂects the mixed reaction I have to this work. Some parts
Chapter Eight, “African-Americans and the civil
rights movement,” integrates the earlier discussions of
demographic and regional economic changes. As with
the chapter on corporations, the chapter reaches back
to before 1945 to establish necessary background information on the struggles of African-Americans. It blends
well the personalities, legal changes, and economic realities underlying the civil rights movement. As with all of
the topics this book addresses, more could be added, but
overall this chapter covers this extensive topic well.

e U.S. in the world economy is the topic of Chap- excite while others disappoint. For those seeking a clear
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recommendation for or against this book, I am loathe to reserved. is work may be copied for non-proﬁt edugive it. I believe it is worth a look, but I say that knowing cational uses if proper credit is given to the author and
that some will be disappointed.
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